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About BTS 

BTS is a global professional services firm headquartered in Stockholm, 
Sweden, with some 450 professionals in 32 offices located on six continents. 
We focus on the people side of strategy, working with leaders at all levels 
to help them make better decisions, convert those decisions to actions and 
deliver results. At our core, we believe people learn best by doing. For 30 years, 
we’ve been designing fun, powerful experiences™ that have profound and 
lasting impact on people and their careers. We inspire new ways of thinking, 
build critical capabilities and unleash business success. It’s strategy made 
personal. 

We serve a wide range of strategy execution and talent development needs. 
Our services span the employee lifecycle from assessment centers for talent 
selection and development to strategy alignment and execution initiatives, 
and from business acumen, leadership and sales training programs to on-the-
job business simulations and application tools. We partner with nearly 450 
organizations, including over 30 of the world’s 100 largest global corporations. 
Our major clients are some of the most respected names in business: AT&T, 
Chevron, Coca-Cola, Ericsson, Google, GSK, HP, HSBC, Salesforce.com, 
Telstra, and Unilever.

BTS is a public company listed on the Nasdaq OMX Stockholm exchange and 
trades under the symbol BTS B.

For more information, please visit www.bts.com.

http://www.bts.com
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A Paradox 

Why would companies increase their costs and decrease their margins? Sounds 
counter-intuitive, right? But companies do it every day in the interest of serving 
their best customers. They establish “key account” programs that provide 
additional dedicated resources to top customers (which increases their costs) 
while at the same time offering those same customers their biggest discounts 
(which decreases their margins). They do all of this, of course, in the name of 
increasing volume.

Key account programs are absolutely worth having, but the questions many sales 
leaders are asking are, “How can we do this better?” and “What do the best 
key account management programs look like?” Done right, better key account 
programs can obtain more customer volume at lower discounts while not adding 
to costs. It all comes down to the behavior of the key account managers.

These programs go by different names: key accounts, national accounts, strategic 
accounts, global accounts, etc. For simplicity, we are going to refer to all of them 
as key account programs, and the people who are responsible for each account  
as key account managers. All such programs share several things in common.  

They are:
• Designed to serve a company’s top customers
• Organized around a team of salespeople calling on the same account in 

different regions
• Led by someone with overall responsibility for the account

The struggle is that many key account programs generally do not demonstrate the 
volume growth that companies expect. Why is that happening?
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A Struggle 

BTS has reviewed best practices and challenges at 15 major global sales forces 
to explore what defines excellence in key account management today. This white 
paper explores the answer to that question and proposes two solutions based on 
our conclusions from our research.

Let’s begin by diving deeper into understanding the problem. Why don’t key 
account management programs deliver on their expectations? We’ll look at key 
account management programs from the perspective of the customer, the sales 
leader, and the key account manager. 

The customer perspective: Customers generally appreciate key account 
management programs. Those buyers who are based out of their company’s 
headquarters like having one primary worldwide contact who is as informed 
about what is happening as the buyer themselves. They appreciate unified 
global pricing, service level agreements, and product compatibility standards. 
Buyers in regional locations can benefit from global pricing if the global pricing 
is lower than what they can negotiate locally. But these regional buyers often 
suffer from a loss of control and influence when an account is managed 
globally.

The sales leader perspective: Sales leaders expect that key account 
management programs will generate higher volumes and greater share from 
key accounts. They also hope that highly coordinated account management 
will drive a strategic partnership with the customer that will lead to 
significantly expanded business. In reality, what most sales leaders tell us 
is they are seeing key account management create downward pressure on 
pricing without sufficient upside revenue and share growth. As George S. Yip 
and Audrey J.M. Bink said in “Managing Global Accounts,” their 2007 article 
in Harvard Business Review, it took companies with successful global account 
management programs “ten years of trial and error, on average, to get to the 
point where their gains (a bigger share of the customer’s business and a richer 
sales mix) outweighed their pains (lower prices and a higher cost to serve).” 
Our research and work with sales leaders around the world suggests that 
many companies are still struggling to reach that tipping point.
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The salesperson perspective: The Key Account Management (KAM) role is 
often the highest-status sales job in an organization, and salespeople aspire 
to it. It can be a very rewarding and fulfilling role for experienced salespeople. 
Unfortunately, sometimes key account managers feel their organizations 
are not fully set up to support their efforts. Above the KAM level, product, 
operations, and finance executives need to be a part of many major decisions 
and frequently engage the customer directly. Below the KAM, most of the 
account team members are shared resources making it extremely difficult 
to drive accountability. KAMs would like to serve their customers and their 
companies well, but they are beaten down by the structural impediments to 
doing so. Salespeople sometimes experience conflicting corporate priorities 
and organizational structures that drive internal competition instead of 
collaboration on key accounts. They see compensation systems that don’t 
provide incentives for the right behaviors. They see too few examples of what 
key account management looks like when done well. 

Is there a way to overcome these struggles? We believe there is. Having reviewed 
the key account programs of 15 global sales forces, we have identified what works, 
and what doesn’t.
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KAM Behaviors Are Different 

It has now become commonplace to say that great salespeople don’t always make 
great sales managers. But guess what? Great salespeople don’t always make 
great KAMs either. KAMs require many of the same behaviors that are required of 
other salespeople in today’s sales environment, plus an additional set of behaviors 
that are critical in guiding teams to serve key accounts. There are 12 relevant 
behaviors. First, we will list those; then, we’ll assess where KAMs are typically weak 
and strong.

The seven behaviors on the right (in the white keys) are, according to several 
years of research by BTS, the critical behaviors for all salespeople in today’s selling 
environment. The behaviors on the right (in the black keys) are additional behaviors 
relevant to KAMs.

A more detailed analysis of the specific behaviors associated with each of these general categories 
can be found in the appendix. That detailed table may also be used as a tool to rate your own KAMs 
as a group or individually. 
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What Great KAM Behavior Looks Like

Customer Understanding 
Demonstrating deep 
knowledge of the  
customer’s overall business

Plan
Preparing for customer  
interactions

Discover 
Asking results-focused  
questions to determine  
business priorities

Engage 
Demonstrating value in a  
customer-centered manner

Advance 
Helping the customer move  
to the next stage of their  
buying process

Manage 
Creating and executing  
account, opportunity,  
and territory plans

Collaborate 
Leveraging internal 
resources on behalf of  
the customer

Critical Salesperson Behaviors Additional KAM Behaviors

Company Understanding 
Demonstrating deep knowledge of how their own 
business makes money and understanding the key 
tradeoffs that drive revenue growth and profitability

Portfolio 
Working with others in the organization to 
create unique offerings to meet customers’ 
business needs

Lead
Guiding the key account team to its goals

Orchestrate
Organizing team activities to drive a single  
coordinated approach to the account

Execute
Ensuring successful achievement of each 
element of the account plan
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Key account management programs are often less than fully successful 
because KAMs fall short in particular behaviors. On average, most key account 
management organizations have the biggest gaps in the following sub-
components of each behavior category:

Customer Understanding
• Understanding the changing market dynamics affecting the  

customer’s business 

Engage
• Engaging executives in customer organizations 
• Assembling and presenting business cases to executives

Advance
• Using strategic customer understanding and business cases to move 

opportunities forward through the customer’s buying process

Company Understanding
• Creating business cases that demonstrate the value to the KAM’s own company 

of making changes to prices, resources, or customization on behalf of a specific 
customer

Obviously, the size of the gaps vary. Every key account management organization 
is different. But these are gap areas that we experience consistently in working 
with key account organizations. Understanding those gaps begins to suggest the 
solution.
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Two Common Themes: Dynamic Business Acumen and Business Case Agility 

Examining the gaps further, two themes emerge: dynamic business acumen and 
business case agility. Today, these two abilities are what distinguish great KAMs 
from average KAMs. And look carefully: It’s all about change, about “dynamic”, and 
“agility.” The rate of change in customer organizations is creating a need for KAMs 
to understand what is changing in a customer’s business and to be able to present 
business cases on-the-spot in rapidly changing situations. Let’s explore those 
themes further.

• Customer 
Understanding

• Plan
• Discover
• Engage
• Advance
• Manage
• Collaborate

Behaviors All 
Salespeople Need

• Company  
Understanding

• Portfolio
• Lead
• Orchestrate
• Execute

Additional Behaviors
KAMs Need

• Dynamic  
Business 
Acumen

• Business Case  
Agility

The Key Gaps for KAMs
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Dynamic Business Acumen

Traditionally, business acumen is defined as understanding how a company makes 
money. It includes knowledge of the drivers of growth, profitability, and cash 
flow; of the company’s markets; and of the interrelationships within the business. 
When we work with salespeople to build business acumen, we typically revise this 
definition to reflect the customer-facing nature of salespeople. In the sales world, 
business acumen means knowledge of the drivers of customer growth, profitability, 
and cash flow; of the customer’s markets; and of the interrelationships within the 
customer’s business.

Here’s what is critical for KAMs and what we mean by dynamic business acumen: 
knowledge of how the drivers of customer growth, profitability, and cash flow 
are changing, of how the customer’s markets are changing, and of how the 
interrelationships within the customer’s business are changing.

As we recently wrote in our white paper “From Pony Rides to Rodeos: How 
a customer decision vortex can make you miss your sales forecast”, frequent 
changes in customers’ strategic initiatives are impacting customer buying cycles 
in significant ways. Understanding those frequent changes is critical for a KAM 
who is accountable for dozens (or hundreds) of individual sales to one customer 
organization at any one time.

There is a huge upside to creating KAMs with true dynamic business acumen–
access to more c-suite executives. While basic business acumen is a ticket-to-
entry these days, it alone will not get the executive meeting–it just ensures the 
meeting will go relatively well if the meeting is obtained. Dynamic business acumen 
can actually drive greater c-level access because executives are always eager 
to talk with someone knowledgeable about what is changing in their company 
and their industry. This is particularly true if that salesperson can convert their 

http://www.bts.com/research/new-customer-buying-cycle/
http://www.bts.com/research/new-customer-buying-cycle/
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understanding into an insight that has value to the executive.
The easiest ways for a KAM to provide insights to executives are to (1) share stories 
about how other customers have addressed similar situations, and (2) provide 
realistic options, or execution paths, and the advantages and disadvantages of 
each. Promising one or both of those to an executive will almost always result in a 
meeting.

Creating dynamic business acumen capabilities in KAMs also enables the second 
success factor, business case agility.

Business Case Agility

There are two reasons that salespeople prepare business cases. First, they 
sometimes need to defend to the customer the value of what they are proposing. 
(In these cases, shorter justifications work best, with detailed appendices if 
needed). Second, salespeople sometimes need to present a business case internally 
on behalf of a customer when they are trying to do something that requires going 
beyond standard procedures. Often they are asking for additional resources for the 
customer, extensive customization of the solution, or further discounts.

Generally, salespeople are weak in preparing business cases. They typically don’t 
get training on how to prepare a business case; there are few if any good models 
to work from; and, broadly speaking, people with strong analytic skills are often 
not attracted to sales roles. This skill gap is usually balanced with other strengths 
and talents, and it does not significantly impact the salesperson’s ability to sell. 
However, with those in KAM roles, the ability to prepare and present a business 
case becomes more important, both because of the level at which they are 
operating and the sheer number of sales they are responsible for.
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Not only do KAMs need to be proficient at creating and presenting business cases, 
they need to do so with agility–adapting business cases to changing situations:
• Quick changes on the fly: KAMs must be able to adapt their business cases to 

the dynamic customer situations and markets we described earlier. There often 
isn’t time to go back to the office and work with a colleague or manager. It has 
to happen in the moment.

• Presentations without preparation: KAMs can be called upon at any time to 
present a business case. They can’t count on time to prepare and rehearse. In 
these sudden presentations, it’s critical that they not get flustered; they must 
demonstrate confidence. Being tentative will make customers hesitant.

The way to make KAMs comfortable with change–whether it is to build dynamic 
business acumen or to enable business case agility–is to (a) help them realize the 
skills that have made them successful to date will not be sufficient for success in 
the future; (b) help them understand that customers are changing the way they 
buy, so they must change the way they sell; and (c) provide them with the right 
training that gives them new skills they can apply immediately. More on that 
training next.
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What Sales Leaders Can Do 

Sales leaders who are responsible for KAM organizations want to know what they 
can do to drive better results. A few specific initiatives can make a big impact on 
key account management results: 

Dynamic Business Acumen

• Enable KAMs with the dynamic business acumen skills they need to get access 
to c-suite executives. 

• Build knowledge of how the drivers of customer growth, profitability, and cash 
flow are changing; of how the customer’s markets are changing; and of how the 
interrelationships within the customer’s business are changing.

• Deepen the ability of KAMs to understand the fluid dynamics of their customer’s 
strategic initiatives and how those impact buying decisions. Build understanding 
of what forces typically accelerate, undermine, or delay your customers’ 
strategic initiatives and how your company can assist customers in dealing with 
those forces.

• Provide tools to help KAMs assess how global economic and political changes 
impact their customer’s industry and business strategy. Demonstrate what 
great presentations and conversations with executives look like today.

• Train KAMs to create and deliver insights that are meaningful to the customer 
based on their experience and expertise. Give them examples of relevant 
insights. Share success stories of where insight-selling has worked, and provide 
recognition for KAMs that are doing it well.
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Business Case Agility

• Offer deep, rigorous, and frequent practice in engaging executive-level 
customers in financial conversations and business case presentations. Provide 
examples of what great internal and external business cases look like. Arrange 
for coaches with strong business-case skills to assist KAMs who need guidance.

Mastery of all these skills requires lots of experience cycles. In working with some 
of the world’s most admired sales forces, BTS has found that the best way to 
accelerate experience is extensive simulated practice. Simulations can provide 
opportunity for learning new approaches, seeing what great looks like, and 
repeatedly practicing the cognitive and behavioral skills that define success. The 
more that you can create fast experience cycles in the classroom, the better your 
people will be with customers the very next day.
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Conclusion 

Early on in this white paper, we described the challenge: that many key account 
programs generally do not demonstrate the volume growth that companies expect 
in return for the additional resources and discounts that key accounts require. Our 
finding is that investment in two skill areas, dynamic business acumen and business 
case agility, are the core gaps that, if filled, will result in the volume growth leaders 
want to see.

Dynamic business acumen and business case agility will improve the ability of 
KAMs to demonstrate customer understanding at a strategic level, enable better 
conversations with and presentations to executives, advance customer decision 
processes, and allow for better internal decisions in support of key accounts.
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Appendix
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Detailed Analysis of Necessary KAM Behaviors
To assess any group of KAMs, it’s worth breaking down those behavior categories 
into more discrete behaviors. Below we have assessed the “typical” KAM, based 
on our work with 15 key account management organizations globally. Think about 
how your KAMs rate according to this list.

Strengths and Gaps in Critical KAM Behaviors

Critical KAM 
Behavior 

Categories as 
Identified by 

BTS Research

Required
KAM Behaviors

Typical 
KAM  

Capability
O High 
O Med
O Low

Rate Your 
KAMs
High 
Med
Low

Customer 
Understanding 
Demonstrating 
deep knowledge 
of the 
customer’s 
overall business

• Understands the functional priorities 
and metrics for each c-suite contact I

• Understands the fluid dynamics of 
strategic initiatives and the impact on 
the customer’s buying cycle

I
• Understands the global economic and 

political landscape and the potential 
impact on the customer’s industry and 
business strategy

I
• Understands the customer’s success 

metrics I
Company 
Understanding 
Demonstrating 
deep knowledge 
of how their 
own business 
makes 
money and 
understanding 
the key 
tradeoffs that 
drive revenue 
growth and 
profitability

• Understands their own company’s 
business priorities and metrics that 
point to success

I
• Understands drivers for growth and 

profitability I
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Critical KAM 
Behavior 

Categories as 
Identified by 

BTS Research

Required
KAM Behaviors

Typical 
KAM  

Capability
O High 
O Med
O Low

Rate Your 
KAMs
High 
Med
Low

Plan 
Preparing 
for customer 
interactions

• Makes plans for each customer 
interaction that support the larger 
account strategy

I
Portfolio 
Demonstrating 
the range 
of ways the 
company can 
help customers

• Knows the enterprise’s product portfolio 
and how to leverage the appropriate 
products to directly impact the 
customer’s business priorities and results

I

Discover 
Asking results-
focused 
questions to 
determine 
business 
priorities

• Asking results-focused questions to 
determine business priorities I

• Asks provocative questions based on 
knowledge of the customer’s business 
environment

I
• Asks about customer’s buying process, 

stakeholders, and buying criteria I
Engage 
Demonstrating 
value in a 
customer-
centered 
manner

• Understands the customer’s success 
metrics I

• Establishes the necessary credibility to 
get access to multiple c-suite executives I

• Delivers insights that are meaningful to 
customers based on their experience and 
expertise

I
• Engages executive-level customers in 

financial conversations I
• Presents business cases that align with 

the strategic goals of the customer, 
provides a clear link between cause and 
effect, and identifies the risks of inaction

I
• Measures results to document value and 

drive future sales I
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Critical KAM 
Behavior 

Categories as 
Identified by 

BTS Research

Required
KAM Behaviors

Typical 
KAM  

Capability
O High 
O Med
O Low

Rate Your 
KAMs
High 
Med
Low

Lead 
Guiding the key 
account team to 
its goals

• Works from a set of values that reflect 
the enterprise’s capabilities and interests 
to effectively respond to the needs of key 
accounts

I
• Develops a clear, compelling vision for 

success for the account, and is able to 
effectively engage others in the vision to 
achieve success

I
Advance 
Helping the 
customer move 
to the next stage 
of their buying 
process

• Helping the customer move to the next stage 
of their buying process I

• Helps the customer think through difficult 
business challenges or taking advantage of 
unseen opportunities

I
• Negotiates collaboratively with the customer 

by exploring interests and suggesting options I
Orchestrate 
Organizing 
team activities 
to drive a single 
coordinated 
approach to the 
account

• Organizing team activities to drive a single 
coordinated approach to the account. I

• Engages and manages key stakeholder to 
execute against the key account plans I

• Considers financial drivers, market position, 
and other internal/external factors to guide 
customer and account decisions

I
Manage 
Creating and 
executing 
account, 
opportunity, and 
territory plans

• Identifies a broad set of customer-specific 
success metrics to measure results I

• Engages the full account team and key 
stakeholders from across the business in the 
key account strategic planning process

I
• Drives the account team to be proactive in 

identifying new opportunities by identifying 
patterns and trends in what is happening in 
the customer organization

I
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Critical KAM 
Behavior 

Categories as 
Identified by 

BTS Research

Required
KAM Behaviors

Typical 
KAM  

Capability
O High 
O Med
O Low

Rate Your 
KAMs
High 
Med
Low

• Articulates a business case to key 
internal stakeholders in order to drive 
customer-inspired innovation

I
• Applies a set of criteria to effectively 

qualify and drive opportunities through 
the appropriate sales channels

I
• Assesses the risks and opportunities 

within the account I
Execute 
Ensuring 
successful 
achievement of 
each element 
of the account 
plan

• Applies an ownership mindset when 
managing key accounts by making 
decisions that serve the interests of the 
customer, while ensuring the partnership 
advances the strategic and financial 
objectives of their salesperson’s own 
company

I

• Uses all available sources of data and 
analytics to guide the key account team 
to execute on the account plan

I
• Collaborates with the entire global key 

account team to manage a balanced 
pipeline of opportunities to achieve the 
account sales objectives

I
• Considers profit measurements when 

evaluating opportunities or the overall 
customer relationship

I
Collaborate 
Leveraging 
internal 
resources on 
behalf of the 
customer

• Networks extensively in their own 
organization across functions and levels, 
assembling resources on behalf of the 
customer

I
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Additional Resources

Closing the Value Gap: What if 
it turned out that salespeople 
were routinely leaving money 
on the table? Despite all the 
seemingly legitimate reasons 
for why selling is harder today, 

what if it turned out that customers are 
actually willing to buy more and at higher 
prices?

Salesperson as Navigator: The 
notion of becoming a “trusted 
advisor” to customers may 
be outdated and too much 
of sales training is locked in a 
legacy worldview. Learning to 

challenge or provoke customers may be part of 
the answer, but it’s not the whole picture.

Learning from S’mores: 
Lessons for the Future of Sales 
from FMCG: In thinking about 
a different future, there is a lot 
to learn from the fast-moving 
consumer goods (FMCG) 

industry, which has deployed sales innovation 
faster and more successfully over the last few 
years than any other industry. 

Closing the
Value Gap
By Lou Schachter and Rick Cheatham
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Salesperson 
as Navigator
By Lou Schachter and Rick Cheatham
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Learning from S’mores
Lessons for the Future of Sales from  

Fast Moving Consumer Goods Companies

By Lou Schachter and Rick Cheatham

Turbulent Skies: Why 
Customers are Taking Longer 
to Make Buying Decisions 
and What to do About It: The 
pace of change has become 
so bumpy that customers 

can no longer rely on previous experiences to 
anticipate potential outcomes. In response, 
they are staying put. So, if your customers are 
tightly strapped into their seat belts, what can 
you do about it?

From Pony Rides to Rodeos: 
The sales world is changing 
and fast. Today, buying is much 
more like a bucking bronco 
rodeo event than the pony 
ride that traditional buying 

cycles suggest. So, what does that mean for 
salespeople?

Partly Cloudy or Mostly 
Sunny: The cloud is changing 
the fundamentals of selling 
throughout the IT industry. 
If you think, “Good thing my 
industry is different,” then think 

again. These seismic shifts may be starting in 
the tech world, but they are coming soon to an 
industry near you.
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By Lou Schachter and Rick Cheatham

Turbulent Skies
Why Customers are

Taking Longer to Make
Buying Decisions

…and What to Do About It
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By Lou Schachter 
and Rick Cheatham

From
Pony Rides
to Rodeos:
How a customer decision vortex
can make you miss your  
sales forecast
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Partly Cloudy or Mostly Sunny?
Inside the Cloud and the IT Industry Are Lessons  
for Sales Forces Looking to Stay Ahead

By Lou Schachter and Rick Cheatham

http://www.bts.com/docs/white-papers/bts-closing-the-value-gap.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.bts.com/docs/white-papers/bts-salesperson-as-navigator.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.bts.com/docs/white-papers/sales-learning-from-smores.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.bts.com/docs/white-papers/bts-closing-the-value-gap.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.bts.com/docs/white-papers/bts-salesperson-as-navigator.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.bts.com/docs/white-papers/sales-learning-from-smores.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.bts.com/research/new-customer-buying-cycle/. 
http://www.bts.com/docs/default-source/white-papers/mostly--sunny-lessons-for-salesforces-looking-to-stay-ahead
http://www.bts.com/docs/default-source/white-papers/mostly--sunny-lessons-for-salesforces-looking-to-stay-ahead
http://www.bts.com/docs/white-papers/turbulent-skies-customer-buying-decisions.pdf?sfvrsn=4
http://www.bts.com/research/new-customer-buying-cycle/. 
http://www.bts.com/docs/default-source/white-papers/mostly--sunny-lessons-for-salesforces-looking-to-stay-ahead
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Looking to Innovate Your Sales Approach? 

BTS is an execution consulting company, and we excel at helping your sales force 
build the alignment, mindset and capabilities needed to sell in a way that reflects 
what your customers want today. We have developed standard learning platforms 
that accelerate the ability of salespeople to drive the results of their customers, 
and we build highly custom learning platforms for salespeople and sales managers 
as well. All of our platforms leverage business simulations and other forms of 
experiential learning to drive knowledge acquisition and behavior change that lead 
directly to improved sales results.

Learn more at bts.com/sales-transformation.  
Contact us online at www.bts.com/contact.aspx or by phone:

North America +1 203 391 5224 
Europe +46 8 58 70 70 00 
Middle East & Africa +27 12 663 6909
Latin America +52 55 5281 6972 
Asia Pacific +65 6221 2870
Australia +61 2 8243 0900
Japan +65 6221 2870

http://bts.com/sales-transformation.aspx
http://www.bts.com/contact.aspx
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